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Council Business Meeting 
September 21, 2021 

Agenda Item Community Center and Pioneer Hall Ad-Hoc Committee Recommendations  

From 

Scott Fleury PE 
Kaylea Kathol 
Rachel Dials 
George Kramer 

Public Works Director 
Senior Project Manager 
Recreation Superintendent  
Historic Preservationist  

Contact 
Scott.fleury@ashland.or.us           541-552-2412 
Kaylea.kathol@ashland.or.us       541-552-2419 
Rachel.dials@ashland.or.us         541-552-2260 

 

 

SUMMARY 

Before the Council are a set of recommendations for moving forward to reopen the Community Center and Pioneer 

Hall. The recommendations come from the previously established Ad-Hoc Committee.  

 

POLICIES, PLANS & GOALS SUPPORTED 

City Council Goals (supported by this project): 

• Address Climate Change 
 

CEAP Goals:  

Strategy BE-2. Encourage increased building energy efficiency and conservation. 

Strategy BE-3. Maximize efficiency of City facilities, equipment & operations. efficiency of City  

Strategy BE-5. Prepare and adapt buildings for a changing climate. 
 

Department Goals: 

• Maintain existing infrastructure to meet regulatory requirements and minimize life-cycle costs 

• Deliver timely life cycle capital improvement projects 

• Maintain and improve infrastructure that enhances the economic vitality of the community 

• Evaluate all city infrastructure regarding planning management and financial resources 
 

PREVIOUS COUNCIL ACTION 

June 16, 2020 – Staff updated Council on structural, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) 

deficiencies at Pioneer Hall and structural deficiencies at Community Center.  Council directed staff to 

develop a plan to address deficiencies for both buildings.   
 

October 6, 2020 – Staff recommended addressing deficiencies at Pioneer Hall and Community Center via 

release of a formal public solicitation for professional engineering and architectural services via a 

Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) Request for Proposal (RFP).  Council approved staff’s 

recommendation. 
 

April 20, 2021 – Staff provided Council with a professional services contract with associated scope and fee 

for the rehabilitation project, as the next action based on previous Council direction.  
 

May 18, 2021 - Council, with unanimous approval, voted to create an ad hoc committee to review, analyze 

and make recommendations to Council on alternative means of repair for each of the two buildings and 

mailto:Scott.fleury@ashland.or.us
mailto:Kaylea.kathol@ashland.or.us
mailto:Rachel.dials@ashland.or.us
https://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/061620_CItyHall_FacilitiesUpdate_CCFinal.pdf
https://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/100620_PioneerHallCommCenterUpdate_CCFinal.pdf
https://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/042021_Approval_ProfessionalServicesContract_PioneerHall_CommunityCenter_CCFinal.pdf
https://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/051821_Approval_ProfessionalServicesContract_PioneerHall_CommunityCenter_Update_CCFinal.pdf
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requested that the creation, appointment of members and scope of work be brought forward at the earliest 

available Council meeting.  
 

June 16, 2021 – Council approved the formation of the Community Center and Pioneer Hall Ad-Hoc 

Committee along with the formal charge of duties.   
 

BACKGROUND AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Mayoral appointments to the Ad-Hoc Community Center/Pioneer Hall Review Committee include the 

following:  

• Chris Brown, Architect 

• George Kramer, Historic Preservation Consultant 

• Gil Livni, Residential/Commercial Developer/Contractor  

• Shaun Moran, City Councilor  

• Stefani Seffinger, City Councilor  
 

Staff liaisons – Scott Fleury, Public Works Director  

Rachel Dials, Recreation Superintendent, Ashland Parks and Recreation Commission 
 

Committee Scope of Work: 

The committee was charged with developing recommendations for the least cost options for the timely repair and 

reopening of each building, either concurrently or in sequence. Recommendations or options that restrict or alter the 

historical uses of the buildings shall contain descriptions of those limitations. Likewise, options that expand or 

enhance potential legal uses of either building shall be described in the final report. 
 

After establishment of the Ad-Hoc Committee, staff worked with its members to establish multiple meetings, 

associated agendas and meeting materials. Meetings included site visits and inspections of both facilities by the 

Committee and their respective engineers.  

 

The ad-hoc Committee met three times to complete their charge:  

Meeting #1 - June 25, 2021 Minutes 

Meeting #2 - July 14, 2021 Minutes 

Meeting #3 - August 23, 2021 Minutes    

 

Committee Findings: 

The attached report provides the recommendations of the ad-hoc committee.  Pursuant to the committee’s charge, the 

recommendations only address structural repairs and limited accessibility improvements. 

 

FISCAL IMPACTS 

A range of cost estimates are included in the committee’s report.   

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff has no recommendations.  

 

ACTIONS, OPTIONS & POTENTIAL MOTIONS 

 

REFERENCES & ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment #1: Ad-Hoc Committee Report  

https://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/061521_CommunityCenter_AdHocCommittee_CC2.pdf
https://www.ashland.or.us/Agendas.asp?AMID=7789&Display=Minutes
https://www.ashland.or.us/Agendas.asp?AMID=7844&Display=Minutes
https://www.ashland.or.us/Agendas.asp?AMID=7845&Display=Minutes


 

 

Winburn Way Ad Hoc Committee 
Winburn Way Community Center/Pioneer Log Cabin 

 

REPORT TO THE ASHLAND CITY COUNCIL 

21-September-2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mayor Akins and Members of the Ashland City Council, 
 
The following report details the findings and recommendations of the Winburn Way Ad Hoc 
Committee, appointed in June 2021 to develop least-cost recommendations for the timely 
repair and reopening of two historic, city-owned, buildings on Winburn Way, opposite Lithia 
Park.  The committee is composed of Chris Brown, AIA, architect, George Kramer, M.S., HP, 
historic preservation specialist, and Gil Livni, a licensed Oregon building contractor, with 
Stef Seffinger and Shaun Moran, Ashland City Council, as ex-officio members.  The 
committee’s efforts were supported by Eric Snyder, P.E., structural engineer.  Kaylea Kathol 
and Scott Fleury, of the Public Works Department, provided staff support.  The Ad Hoc 
Committee held three public meetings between June 23 and August 23, 2021, with additional 
site visits by individual members to assess current condition in depth. 
 

  
Pioneer Log Cabin and Women’s Civic Club, c1923 
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COMMITTEE CHARGE 
The Committee’s scope of work was to evaluate the buildings, review previous studies, assess 
the buildings and develop least-cost recommendations to repair and reopen them for public 
use, reporting back to council with options and estimated costs for the work involved.   
 
CURRENT CODE STATUS 
As documented in the Committee’s minutes per Adam Hanks, former Interim City Manager, 
and City Building Official, Steve Matiaco, there is no proposed change of use or occupancy 
for either structure from the previously existing (Hanks, 25-June-21).  “Matiaco represented 
that because no occupancy change was anticipated, there would be no requirements to bring 
any other systems up to code.”  Upon questioning by Mr. Livni, Matiaco confirmed that 
without an occupancy change, neither seismic strengthening nor sprinklers are required at 
either building (Matiaco, 14-July-21).  The Community Center was closed due to concerns 
raised by the 2019 Marquess structural evaluation.  The Pioneer Log Cabin is currently 
occupied but closed during snow events. 
 
Given the lack of occupancy change, all work proposed for the two buildings is largely 
voluntary, provided it addresses the identified structural concerns raised in previous reports.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS - Winburn Way Community Center 
The Winburn Way Community Center, originally built as the Women’s Civic Improvement 
Clubhouse, was completed in October 1922, aided by a donation from Jesse Winburn.  The 
Community Center was individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1989.  
The single story wood frame structure rises from a post and pier foundation with a perimeter 
skirting of parged stucco.  Interior spaces include the large, main auditorium with a curved 
roof, smaller meeting areas, kitchen, and service spaces.  An unfinished attic, accessed by a 
non-original straight flight stairway, is used for casual storage. 
 
North Wall-Out of Plane Issue 
The 2019 Marquess report identified the deflection of the north wall as a major area of 
concern.  On-site review and analysis of the 1985 structural upgrade indicates that this 
situation was present in 1985 and addressed and stabilized with the addition of two metal 
tie-rods, inserted below the chords over the auditorium and tied to the wall plate.  Evaluation 
of the current condition, with no cracks in the drywall, no twisting or gaps in wood trim, or 
other indication of movement suggest that this problem has been stabilized and is not a 
concern.1  The Ad Hoc Committee, supported by the engineer’s report, believes there is no 
further need to address this issue.  During future repair, the turnbuckles on the tie-bars 
should be assessed/tuned to determine if they have loosened and, if needed, tightened to 

 
1  Window operation could not be evaluated due to the presence of strand board over all openings.  Windows are assumed to 
be operable without any binding or other indications of continued wall movement. 
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continue to secure the wall against movement (see Strong-Ties, below).  No other effort to 
return the north wall to plumb is recommended. 
 
Roof Structure 
The roof is idiosyncratically framed and subject to multiple recommendations for 
improvement as per Eric Snyder, P.E. and detailed in his memo, attached.  The primary 
solution involves the construction of a steel moment frame to span the main auditorium and 
create additional support for the existing timber trusses.  This will involve installing a series 
of columns along the perimeter of the auditorium, with steel beams below the truss and 
phantom bearing wall at the rear (west) end of that space, with new footings at grade, through 
the existing wood floor.  Installation of the moment frame will be mitigated by painting all 
elements white, to blend into the ceiling, and applied trim to match existing treatments.  All 
verticals here will be plumb, meaning that some form of tapered blocking will be needed 
between the columns and the north wall for aesthetics.  Careful evaluation of the westernmost 
beam run to minimize impact to the proscenium is recommended (see Figure 1). 
 
Additional beams, pony walls and other modifications will occur above the ceiling, in the 
attic area, with minimal visual impact to the historic spaces below.  This work will provide 
additional support for the existing rafters and hips, augmenting or replacing existing 
members (see Figure 3).  As per Eric Snyder, P.E., this proposed work will increase the 
capacity of the roof to code for snow loads, 25 psf, identified as an issue in 2019. 
 
Foundation 
Previous studies noted some settlement between the concrete footings and support piers in 
the main auditorium area.  These can be addressed by a mixture of shims, where the gap is 
less than ½” or all new posts, for gaps larger than that.  It is noted that access to the 
understructure, through the rear mechanical room, is very good, with ample height and 
generally dry and good conditions. 
 
Diagonal wall sheeting has been cut and there is currently no lateral shear transfer from the 
main floor to grade.  While a new continuous foot/concrete stem wall system could be added, 
we do not recommend this as required or necessary.  As per Snyder, we recommend installed 
diagonal X-bracing between columns and Simpson-type strapping. 
 
SUGGESTED WORK (not related to the 2019 Structural Evaluation) 
The following work items were identified as “good sense” options that can be pursued as 
part of general upgrades to the Winburn Way Community in connection with the structural 
repair project.  This work is NOT REQUIRED to reopen the building. 
 

A. Strong-Ties:  To take advantage of work on site, we recommend that Strong-Ties 
(Simpson clips) be installed sill and plate connections in both the attic and basement 
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areas to provide additional connection.  Lateral shear transfer should be addressed 
with the installation of x-bracing and strapping at the foundation. 

B. ADA Restroom:  Lack of an ADA-compliant restroom was identified as a building 
need.  We recommend that the storage area immediately east of the women’s restroom 
on the main floor be converted into a single stall unisex restroom.  Water and sewer 
are located in a common wall, for ease of construction. 

C. Attic Stairwell:  To improve access to the existing men’s and women’s rooms by 
opening up the hallway, we recommend removal of the current, non-historic, attic 
stairwell and its replacement with a folding stair.  This will have the additional benefit 
of reducing access to the attic area and inhibiting its continued use for casual storage.  
All material currently in the attic should be removed (retaining any historic fixtures or 
other building elements). 

D. Rear Entry Steps:  The existing rear entry steps are of 2x wood on an unknown 
foundation with severe settlement and deterioration.  These steps should be removed 
and replaced with new work, either cast concrete or pressure-treated wood and non-
combustible deck material (Trex, or similar) (see Figure 2) 

E. Retaining Wall & Fire Break:  The sloped site at the rear of both buildings creates a 
sloughing issue that leads to large debris piles of dirt and leaves (see Figure 4).  Staff 
reports that this area is also prone to unauthorized access, creating a hazardous 
situation that complicates debris removal and maintenance.  The banked debris 
against the wood foundations of both the Community Center and Log Cabin increase 
decay by trapping moisture, provide an access point for vermin, and, most 
importantly, represent a significant fire danger.  All of these issues are further 
exacerbated by unauthorized access.  The Ad Hoc Committee strongly recommends 
that the slope be excavated, and an engineered concrete retaining wall be installed 
approximately three feet (36”) away from the foundation, with a new concrete 
slab/walkway to provide separation (see Figure 12).  The slab will be designed with 
drainage to reduce water into the basement/foundation and should extend at the 
northwest corner to correct and improve access to the WWCC basement.   
 
To reduce unauthorized access behind both buildings, new security gates (black steel, 
of suitable design) should be installed at the NW and SW corners with a shared gate 
to be located between the facades on Winburn Way (see Figure 5). 
 

Reducing unauthorized access and removing debris/fire hazard from the rear of the 

buildings is considered the single most important element of securing the future of these 

historic structures.  The Ad Hoc Committee unanimously recommends that this work 

item be pulled from the larger repair project and contracted as soon as possible to 

reduce fire risk. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS – Pioneer Log Cabin 
The Pioneer Log Cabin, funded by Gwin S. Butler, was completed in 1921 (not 1890, as 
previously reported) and was initially used as a “museum” of Oregon pioneers.  Adjacent to 
Lithia Park and the Ashland Downtown Historic District, the Pioneer Log Cabin is considered 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places but is not, in fact, formally listed.  
Built of bearing log on a post and pier foundation, the main building consists of a large 
meeting space, with a kitchen and service areas to the rear.  The roof is idiosyncratically 
framed with a round-log rafters.  A typical wood framed addition was built at the SW corner 
in 1988. 
 
The majority of issues identified by previous studies relate to a proposed change in occupancy 
that triggered a seismic evaluation and recommended upgrade.  Those changes are no longer 
anticipated.  Meeting code for 25 psf snow load would require extensive re-construction of 
the roof or the installation of an interior moment frame (wood) to transfer roof loads to grade.  
Neither is recommended or considered necessary.2  Because there is no proposed change of 
occupancy upgraded to the roof is not required.  The Log Cabin is currently in use.  All 
proposed work is, therefore, suggested but not mandatory to improve the building 
performance. 
 
SUGGESTED WORK (not related to the 2019 Structural Evaluation): 
The following work items were identified as “good sense” options that can be pursued as 
part of general upgrades to the Pioneer Log Cabin as the city determines appropriate. 
 

A. Strong-Ties:  To take advantage of work on site, we recommend that Strong-Ties 
(Simpson clips) be installed as recommended at plate connections in the attic of the 
original log volume, augmented with gussets at existing (non-original) collar ties.  
Further evaluation may justify adding rafters to augment the existing.  It is possible 
the roof sag predates the installation of the collar ties, which stiffen the roof, and may 
have addressed and stabilized the roof in its current condition in 1988.  Additional 
reinforcement as recommended will increase capacity, but we do not represent that 
these actions will result in a full-code upgrade. 

B. South Wall Window:  Log movement at the SE corner apparently results from the 
installation of a new window, installed without sufficient pinning to keep the logs in 
place.  As per the engineer, this should be corrected with an inserted steel bar or a PT 
4x4 on each side of the window rough-opening, screwed and clipped into place to 
inhibit further movement.  The existing window can be reinstalled into the reinforced 
opening (see figure 9) 

 
2  According to most sources 25 psf of new snow is approximately 17 inches thick, with “wet snow” weighing more (see 
www.jlconline.com, “Snow Loads on Roofs,” by Christopher DeBlois).  US Climate Data (www.usclimatadata.com) reports 
the average annual snowfall in Ashland as one inch.  The highest recorded annual snowfall in Ashland since 1948 is 
approximately seven inches (https://wrcc.dri.edu).  Upgrade to the Pioneer Log Cabin roof structure, via a moment frame 
similar to that proposed for WWCC, may be an appropriate upgrade the next time the roof is replaced. 

http://www.jlconline.com/
https://wrcc.dri.edu/
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C. Retaining Wall & Fire Break:  (see E, above, as this recommendation should continue 
the entire length of the Log Cabin as well).  A new gate/fence should be installed 
between the adjacent neighbor wall and the SW corner of the Log Cabin addition to 
reduce access to the rear and side areas of the building (See figures 7 and 8). 

 
 
ESTIMATED COSTS 
The following cost estimates reflect current costs for materials and labor (2021), including 
BOLI and related soft costs.  Actual costs may vary, depending on the status of the 
construction sector at the time of contracting. 
 

ITEM DESCRIPTION  LOW   HIGH  

Winburn Way Community Center     

1 Install wood and steel moment frame/roof repair over 
auditorium, including drywall as needed, footings, etc. 

 $      65,000   $         80,000  

2 Unisex ADA Restroom in former storage  $      20,000   $         25,000  

3 
Rebuild Hall, remove stairs, install fold-down access, 
repaint and repair trim, etc.  $        8,000   $         12,000  

4 
Replace rear entry steps (may be combined with retaining 
wall work if concrete  $        2,500   $           3,500  

5 
Basement StrongTies/sill clips, re-shim/replace footings, 
add x-bracing and strapping for lateral shear as needed  $      20,000   $         25,000  

 
   

Pioneer Log Cabin     

1 
Install StrongTies at plate connections, enhance roof 
framing with collar ties and gussets  $      15,000   $         20,000  

2 Reinforce south wall window opening  $        5,000   $           8,000  
 

   

Engineering/Soft Costs (includes retaining wall)  $      15,000   $         25,000  
 

   

TOTAL STRUCTURAL/Functional Upgrades to reopen  $    150,500   $      198,500  

        

    

RECOMMENDED UPGRADE TO REDUCE FIRE HAZARD     

 

Excavate & install rear retaining wall behind both 
buildings, including concrete pad at WWCC basement 
entry, fencing and gates to reduce access  $      65,000   $         80,000  

    

TOTAL RECOMMENDED PROJECT COSTS $ 215,500  $   278,500  
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SUMMARY 
We would like to express our gratitude to the Council, and especially to Councilors Seffinger 
and Moran, for allowing this evaluation to proceed.  It was heartening to determine that both 
these historic structures were in better shape than anticipated after reviewing the prior 
studies and meeting with staff.  We believe we have outlined a program of minimally 
invasive, cost-effective methods to address issues and have given the city a path that can 
quickly return both buildings to full public use.  We appreciate the staff support in preparing 
this report and are available to assist as the city moves forward toward construction. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________ _____________________  _____________________ 
Chris Brown, AIA   George Kramer, MS, HP  Gil Livni 
Arkitek:Design & Architecture Kramer & Company  Magnolia Construction 
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
Current images (Figures 1-9) 
Snyder memorandum 
Interior rendering, WWCC brace frame 
Section, Proposed Retaining wall and walkway 
Historic Newspaper Articles 
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Figure 1.  Winburn Way Community Center, Main Space, Proscenium Arch 
 

 
Figure 2.  Winburn Way Community Center, Rear Entry Stair (note hillside at left) 
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Figure 3.  Winburn Way Community Center, Over-stressed hip support 
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Figure 4.  Winburn Way Community Center, Rear Sloughing Conditions 
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Figure 5.  Winburn Way Community Center, Proposed Gate Location 
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Figure 6.  Pioneer Log Cabin, Main Meeting Area 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  Pioneer Log Cabin, Proposed Gate Location 
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Figure 8.  Pioneer Log Cabin, Rear Sloughing Conditions 
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Figure 9.  Pioneer Log Cabin, “Unpinned” Logs at SE Corner Window 
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Structural Evaluation Memorandum 

Snyder Engineering Company 

Eric A. Snyder, P.E. 

August 2021 
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Figure 10.  Winburn Way CC, Proposed Moment Frame, View Towards Stage/Proscenium 

(Arkitek, 2021) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11.  Winburn Way CC, Proposed Moment Frame.  View at Stage/Proscenium  

(Arkitek, 2021) 
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Figure 12.  Proposed Retaining Wall, to be constructed at rear of both Winburn Way CC and 

Pioneer Log Cabin (Section), Snyder Engineering, 2021  
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